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The alleviating manoeuvres (AMs), classically referred to as “sensory tricks” are voluntary
manoeuvres that temporarily improve dystonic postures. Although self-induced
application of sensory stimuli is the most common AM, clinical experience suggests
that the phenomenon is more diverse, possibly reflecting the complexity of the
pathophysiological mechanisms provoking dystonia. We specifically explored five
different categories of AMs in patients with cervical dystonia (CD): 1) pure sensory;
sensorimotor manoeuvres in which sensory input is associated with a motor output
component incorporating 2) active non-oppositional, 3) active oppositional or 4) passive
motion; and 5) complex motor manoeuvres. Using an ad hoc structured clinical interview,
we collected data on the frequency and efficacy of each subgroup and the possible
correlation with some clinical features of CD. One-hundred patients were included in this
study. Seventy-five percent of patients reported at least one AM. Half of those reporting
AMs acknowledged the use of different phenomenological categories of AMs. Different
categories of AMs showed noteworthy differences in prevalence of use amongst CD
patients, and in the relationship of frequency of use and efficacy to patient demographic
and clinical characteristics. Our observational study supports the existence of different
AMs that are phenomenologically different and could be related to different degrees of
sensorimotor integration dysfunction. Given that AMs are probably the most efficacious,
non-invasive strategy to ameliorate CD and other dystonias, accurate phenotyping and
physiological exploration of their diversity may produce relevant insight for new therapeutic
strategies or appraisal of existing ones.
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INTRODUCTION

Dystonia is the third most common movement disorder, characterized by involuntary, repetitive
twisting movements, that leads to intermittent or constant abnormal posture (1, 2). Alleviating
manoeuvres (AMs), classically referred to as sensory tricks or “gestes antagonistiques,” are part of
the motor phenomenology relevant to dystonia. These have been defined in the Consensus Update
of Phenomenology and Classification of Dystonia (3) as “voluntary actions that specifically correct
the abnormal posture or alleviate the dystonic movements.” AMs are usually simple movements,
“gestes” involving, or directed to, the body region affected by dystonia, but not consisting in a
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forceful opposition to the involuntary dystonic movements or
postures. The first report of this peculiar feature of dystonia
came in 1894, when Brissaud described a new phenomenon in
which a violent muscular contraction could be reversed by a
minor reaction (4). Among the different forms of dystonia,
cervical dystonia (CD) is the one in which AMs, often
characterized merely as the act of touching gently facial or
cervical areas, are described most frequently, and possibly in
association with the greatest efficacy (5, 6). Over the past 3–4
decades, several studies explored the AM in dystonia, evaluating
their frequency (7), duration (8), features and complexity
(9–11), direction (5), and relationship to botulinum toxin
treatment (7, 12, 13) or to other motor or sensory features of
dystonia (14).

Beyond clinical characterization, a few groups have
interrogated possible pathophysiological mechanisms
underlying or related to AMs (15–17). Indeed, the presence of
sensory trick as part of the behavioural phenomenology of
dystonia has been acknowledged as a marker of abnormal
sensorimotor integration in the pathophysiology of dystonia
(18). Dystonia is conceptualized today as a network disorder,
in which several structures implicated in sensory processing and
sensorimotor integration, including the basal ganglia, cerebellum
and the somatosensory cortical regions are dysfunctional (15, 16,
18–22). However, the diversity of the effective manoeuvres
reported in the literature, ranging from gestures that apply a
sensory input to the body areas expressing dystonia (e.g., gently
touching the face or the neck) to complex, articulated motor
actions (e.g., walking), likely reflects a greater mechanistic
complexity of AMs. Furthermore, the emerging idea that
different CD phenotypes -with predominant motor or sensory
aspects- may underpin different pathophysiological mechanisms
suggests the necessity of identifying and analysing possible
individual subtypes of AMs, to forward our comprehension of
how different AMs relate to the key pathophysiological
mechanisms provoking dystonia. In this context, it would be
important to capture systematically the phenomenological
diversity of AMs in CD and observe the relationship between
frequency of use and efficacy of different AMs and other clinical
features of the CD phenotype.

We aimed to specifically explore five different categories of
AMs reported by the patients and previously sparsely described
in the literature (23). These comprised pure sensory
manoeuvres consisting of a sensory input in the absence of
associated motor output (S), sensorimotor manoeuvres in which
sensory input is associated with a motor output component
incorporating either active motor/non-oppositional gestures
(AMNO) or active motor/oppositional gestures (AMO),
sensorimotor passive manoeuvres implying relaxation (P),
and complex motor manoeuvres including those involving
muscles anatomically distant from the dystonic body region
(CM). Using a structured clinical interview developed for the
purpose of this study, we collected data on the frequency of each
subgroup, their efficacy on symptoms, and the possible
correlation with some clinical features of CD such as
dystonia severity, tremor, and pain.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Participants and Inclusion/Exclusion
Criteria
One hundred patients with a diagnosis of adult-onset isolated
focal CD (3) were included in this study, 50 of whom recruited
from the Movement Disorders Centre of the IRCCS San Martino
Hospital of Genova, Italy and 50 recruited from the Movement
Disorders Clinic at the University of Calgary, Canada. Eligible
patients were recruited consecutively at both sites between April
2018 and February 2021. Exclusion criteria were the following: a
Mini-Mental Status Examination score ≤24 or a Montreal
Cognitive Assessment score <26; current presence of any other
movement disorder apart from dystonia and tremor, or of any
other neurological condition; prior neurosurgical intervention,
including deep brain stimulation surgery. All patients were
undergoing treatment with botulinum neurotoxin (BoNT)
injections. To avoid the potential effect of BoNT therapy on
clinical measures, data were collected from each patient at least
3 months after the previous BoNT treatment session. Study
procedures were approved by the Ethical Committee of the
University of Genoa (Protocol number 2021.48) and by the
Conjoint Health Research Ethical Board (CHREB) of the
University of Calgary (Protocol number REB17-0054) and
were conducted in accordance with in agreement with legal
requirements and international norms (World Medical
Association Declaration of Helsinki: “Ethical Principles for
Medical Research Involving Human Subjects” 2013). All
participants gave written informed consent before participation.

Demographic and Clinical Variables
Basic demographic/clinical data collected from participants
included age at study period, biological sex, and disease
duration. The current severity of dystonia was measured using
the Toronto Western Spasmodic Torticollis Rating Scale
(TWSTRS), sub-scores 1, 2 and 3, and global score (24).
Current tremor severity in body areas affected and not
affected by dystonia was measured using the Fahn Tolosa
Marin Rating Scale (FTMRS); (25).

Clinical Interview on Alleviating
Manoeuvres
The structured clinical interview on AMs gathered information to
describe phenomenological characteristics and frequency and
efficacy of use of the different categories of AM
(Supplementary File). The interview was developed in English
language and was professionally translated in Italian language for
use at the University of Genoa site. After an introductory
description of AM, patients were asked whether they had used
any of 15 AMs to improve CD symptoms at any time since CD
onset. The 15 AMs were selected following a rapid literature
review, collating all the AM reported by clinical studies, including
both small clinical series and large observational studies or studies
exploring pathophysiological mechanisms or physiomarkers.
Patients had to select the three (or less than three) AMs that
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they used most frequently or were most familiar with. If one or
more of the three AMs was not included in the list of 15, the
patient described it to the examiner for further assessment. For
each of the selected AM, two detailed questions followed. The first
question concerned frequency: patients were asked to provide a
Likert rating from 1 to 5, with 1 indicating “less often than once
per week,” 2 “not every day but at least once per week,” 3 “1 to
4 times per day,” 4 “5 to 10 times per day” and 5 “more than
10 times per day.” The second question was related to efficacy:
patients were asked to rate the alleviating power of the manoeuvre
a 10-cm long visual analogue scale (VAS), withmaximum efficacy
expressed by the extreme right of the scale.

For analysis, the 15 pre-identified AMs (plus any additional
AM reported by patients during the study) were grouped in the
following categories of manoeuvre:

(1) Pure sensory (S): wearing a scarf or a neck collar, wear
glasses, a hat, or helmet.

(2) Sensorimotor, active non-oppositional (AMNO): patient
gently touching with their hand parts of the face (chin
and/or nose, and/or cheek), the neck or the back of the head.

(3) Sensorimotor, active oppositional (AMO): patient’s hand
pushing against the chin, the forehead, the cheek, the
neck, or the nuchal region; pushing the head against a car
headrest, or other vertical surfaces.

(4) Sensorimotor, passive (P): resting the back of the head on the
hand or laying the head on the car headrest or on a pillow, on
the couch, laying on a side. The “passive” attribution of this
category relates to the relaxation of muscles supporting the
erect position of the cervical spine, the engagement of which
is a well-established activation state for CD.

(5) Complex Motor (CM): walking, talking, yawning or chewing,
closing the eyes.

Statistical Analysis
A cumulative anonymized dataset was created pooling data from
the two sites. A descriptive statistical analysis was performed to
assess demographic and clinical data. Descriptive statistics (mean
and standard deviation) are reported also for frequency and
efficacy of each AM category. We subsequently conducted an
exploratory analysis to assess if efficacy and frequency of use of
each AM category were associated with basic demographics,
natural history features of dystonia (disease duration, degree
of dystonia severity, degree of disability), and other
phenotypical features (presence and severity of pain and co-
existing tremor). Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (r or ρ,
as appropriate) was used to evaluate the strength of the
association between mean value of frequency and efficacy of
the different AM in each category, and age, sex, and clinical
variables. Finally, we explored whether the most prevalent
combinations of AM were associated with demographic and
clinical variables, using t test (or Mann-Whitney’s U statistic,
as appropriate) and Fisher’s exact test. A p value ≤0.05 was
considered statistically significant. For all the analyses IBM SPSS
version 23 was used.

RESULTS

Demographic and clinical data from the 100 included patients are
summarized in Table 1. Seventy-five percent of patients reported
at least one AM. The most represented category of AM was the
Sensorimotor, passive category, which includes several gestures
leading to relaxation of the dystonic muscles, followed in
decreasing order by the Sensorimotor, active non-oppositional,
the Complex motor, the Sensorimotor, active motor oppositional,
and the Pure sensory categories (Figure 1; Table 2).

Half of the patients adopted two AMs or more (Table 2). The
vast majority (34/37) of patients using more than one AM at
different times reported the use of Sensorimotor, passive AMs.

The mean efficacy of the AM was not significantly different
across the different categories, with the only exception for the
comparison between the mean efficacy of the Sensorimotor,
passive and of the mean efficacy of the Pure sensory categories
(Sensorimotor, passive > Pure sensory, p = 0.049; see
Table 3). There were several significant differences when
comparing the mean frequency of the AM across the
different categories (summarized in Table 3), with the
Sensorimotor, active non-oppositional exhibiting the
highest mean frequency and the Pure sensory one
exhibiting the lowest mean frequency.

Table 4 summarizes the results of our correlation analyses. A
few associations between specific categories of AMs and
demographic and clinical features of CD patients were
observed. The frequency of use of pure sensory AMs was
positively correlated with age. The frequency of use of
Sensorimotor, passive AMs was positively correlated with
severity and disability of CD, whereas their efficacy correlated
positively with CD severity. Both frequency of use and efficacy of
Sensorimotor, active motor oppositional AMs were negatively
correlated with disease duration. We did not find any correlation
between measures related to the Sensorimotor, active motor non-
oppositional or Complex motor categories of AMs and
demographic/clinical variables of CD patients.

The most common AM combinations included the
Sensorimotor, passive category, which was combined with the
Sensorimotor active non-oppositional in 13 patients, with the
Sensorimotor active oppositional in 12 patients, and with the
Complex motor in 15 patients (Table 5). Any of the above
combinations was associated with greater dystonia severity
compared to the presence of the Sensorimotor, passive AM in
isolation; the combination Sensorimotor, passive + Sensorimotor,
active non-oppositional was associated with greater dystonia-
related disability and severity, and frequency of CD-related pain,
compared to the presence of the Sensorimotor, passive AM in
isolation; finally, the combination Sensorimotor, passive +
Sensorimotor, active oppositional was associated with younger
age and shorter disease duration, compared to the presence of the
Sensorimotor, passive AM in isolation (Table 5). Within each
patient subgroup exhibiting any of these combinations, we did
not detect any difference in frequency between the co-existing
manouevres (all p > 0.05).
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DISCUSSION

Administering an ad hoc structured questionnaire to inquire
specifically on the presence of different categories of AMs, we
observed that 75% of patients with adult-onset, isolated CD,
consecutively recruited from two specialist movement disorders
clinics, report at least one type of AM. Almost half of those
reporting AMs acknowledged the use of different
phenomenological categories of AMs. The different categories
of AMs explored showed a few differences in their relationship of
frequency of use and efficacy to basic patient demographic and
clinical characteristics. Unfortunately, due to a likely recall bias,
we were not able to collect reliable information on which AM
occurred first during the course of the illness in patients reporting
more than AM.

The observed prevalence of AMs falls within the upper range
of prevalence estimates reported by other clinical studies of CD
(6, 7, 9, 20, 26). There is, however, a substantial variability of
estimates across studies, which is likely to depend on the
phenomenology of the different behaviors included in the
definition of AM adopted by each individual study, as well as
by the ascertainment method used. Most studies limited the
definition of AM to the description of the classical “sensory
trick” phenomenon, i.e., “a touch or other movement that
influences the severity of the abnormal movement” (8, 27).

This definition focuses the attention primarily on active
gestures that correspond to only one of the five categories
investigated by our questionnaire (the active motor non-
oppositional), thus potentially underestimating or neglecting
other types of manoeuvres, such as passive relaxation
manoeuvres, complex actions, or pure sensory input.

Assessment of AMs associated with the Dystonia Coalition
registry has used video-based rating focused on the TWSTRS
sensory trick item (6, 8). However, this may be affected by limited
assessment time. Additionally, the video format may limit the
range of demonstrable manoeuvres in keeping with different
types of AMs used by an individual patient. Similarly, the
video format can constrain the degree of appreciable dystonia
severity and is also limited by the angle of head rotation. Given
the inclusion of different categories of AMs reported in the
literature in association with CD beyond the classical
definition of “sensory trick,” our structured questionnaire
probably provided a more comprehensive assessment
compared to most previous studies that explored this
phenomenon.

The observation that the Sensorimotor, passive (P) is the most
prevalent (59%) and efficacious category of AM in CD is relatively
novel, albeit not surprising. The most represented AM in this
category is resting the back of the head or neck on a surface (e.g.,
wall, cushion, headrest). It is likely that the highest efficacy of this
AM stems from the abolition of dystonia-inducing postures,
while the role of a sensory input applied by the surface on
which the head rests could be secondary. One possible
mechanism of action of the sensorimotor passive AM is
related to the action on proprioceptors, and particularly on
muscle spindles. There is evidence in the literature that
proprioceptive dysfunction is involved in the pathophysiology
of dystonia (28). The sensory afferents innervating muscle
spindles convey information about muscle stretch,
contributing to the sense of body segment position and
movement, and regulate muscle contraction by activating

TABLE 1 | Demographic and clinical data.

Total number of patients 100
Number of female patients 71
Age (mean ± SD) 61.71 ± 14.21
Disease duration (mean ± SD) 14.48 ± 11.40
Number of patients with head tremor 47
Number of patients with tremor in a non-dystonic body area 27
TWSTRS sub-score I (mean ± SD) 15.03 ± 5.34
TWSTRS sub-score II (mean ± SD) 5.26 ± 5.43
TWSTRS sub-score III (mean ± SD) 4.67 ± 4.40
TWSTRS Total score (mean ± SD) 24.96 ± 11.82
FTMRS Total score (mean ± SD) 2.80 ± 4.44
Number of patients reporting at least 1 AM (percentage) 75 (75%)
Number of AMs/patient across patients reporting an AM
(mean ± SD)

1.54 ± 1.22

N, number; TWSTRS, Toronto Western Spasmodic Torticollis Rating Scale; FTMRS,
Fahn Tolosa Marin Rating Scale; AM, alleviating manoeuvres; SD, standard deviation.

FIGURE 1 | Frequency of Alleviating Manoeuvres (AM) categories in all
patients. S, pure sensory; AMNO, sensorimotor active motor non-
oppositional, AMO, sensorimotor active motor oppositional, P, Sensorimotor
passive, CM, complex motor. In total 75 out of 100 CD patients reported
at least 1 AMs. Of the total sample of 100 patients, 8% reported S AMs, 25%
reported AMNO AMs, 15% AMO AMs, 58% reported P AMs and 20%
reported CM AMs. In half of the patients AMs were reported in combination.

TABLE 2 | Number of patients reporting one or more Alleviating Manoeuvre (AM).

Patients reporting only one category of AM 38
Patients reporting only S category 2
Patients reporting only AMNO category 10
Patients reporting only P category 21
Patients reporting only AMO category 1
Patients reporting only CM category 4
Patients reporting more than one category of AM 37
Patients reporting two categories of AM 27
Patients reporting two categories of AM including the P category 25
Patients reporting three categories of AM 10
Patients reporting three categories of AM including the P category 9

S, pure sensory; AMNO, sensorimotor, active non-oppositional; AMO, sensorimotor,
active oppositional; P, sensorimotor, passive; CM, complex motor.
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motor neurons via the stretch reflex to resist muscle stretch. The
sensitivity of muscle spindles is under the control of a population
of motor neurons, namely the γ-motor neurons, that selectively
innervate the intrafusal fibers of muscle spindles and control the
sensitivity of spindle afferent discharge. Experimental evidence
suggests that afferent information coming from muscle spindles
from the neck are misinterpreted in patients with CD, likely
contributing to dystonic symptoms (29, 30). The relaxation of

dystonic muscles induced by P AMs may thus contribute to a
modulation of afferent inputs from muscle spindles. This would
lead to a modulation in the activity of γ-motor neurons, engaging
a brainstem pathway that could ultimately reduce muscle spindle
sensitivity. One of the possible mechanisms of action of
botulinum neurotoxin, the first-line treatment for CD, is to
block γ-motor neurons, causing reduced afferent activity of
muscle spindles (31). We can speculate that P AMs produce
their effect in a similar fashion.

The underreporting of Sensorimotor, passive AMs may
depend on different factors. First, this category of AM does
not fulfil the traditional definition of “sensory trick” and may
have therefore been consciously excluded in previous studies by
both researchers and participants, including those studies that
used structured/self-administered questionnaires. Second, the
assessment of AM in a clinical setting, or during a
videorecording, does not always allow or incorporate the
demonstration of how CD changes resting passively the head
onto a vertical or horizontal surface. Finally, of all AM, the
Sensorimotor, passive are probably the ones that patients are
less aware of, given that they involve actions or postures that are

TABLE 3 |Mean/SD of (mean) efficacy (range 0–10) and mean/SD of (mean) frequency (range 0–5) for all Alleviating Manoeuvres and for each category (including only those
who have at least one AM in that category). Statistical analysis for efficacy and frequency between categories is also reported.

Category Efficacy mean (SD) Statistical analysis efficacy Frequency mean (SD) Statistical
analysis frequency

(All AM) 6.95 (1.96) 3.67 (0.97)
S (9) 6.06 (2.34) vs. P category: p = 0.049 2.39 (1.45) vs. AMNO category: p = 0.0002

vs. P category: p = 0.0013
vs. AMO category: p = 0.0054

AMNO (25) 6.66 (1.96) n.s. 4.18 (0.95) vs. S category: p = 0.0002
vs. CM category: p = 0.0014

P (58) 7.49 (1.94) vs. S category: p = 0.049 3.72 (1.05) vs. S category: p = 0.0013
vs. CM category: p = 0.0263

AMO (14) 7 (1.95) n.s. 3.89 (0.88) vs. S category: p = 0.0054
vs. CM category: p = 0.0386

CM (19) 6.82 (2.23) n.s. 3.07 (1.20) vs. AMNO category: p = 0.0014
vs. P category: p = 0.0263
vs. AMO category: p = 0.0386

S, pure sensory; AMNO, sensorimotor active non-oppositional; AMO, sensorimotor active oppositional, P, sensorimotor passive, CM, complex motor. Under the column “Category”, in
brackets we report the number of CD patients reporting that category of AMs.

TABLE 4 |Correlations/associations with demographic and other clinical features.

AMs Correlation with frequency
of use and efficacy

Sensory Frequency: Age, r = 0.21, p = 0.04
Active Motor
Oppositional

Frequency: Disease duration, r = −0.22, p = 0.03;
Efficacy: Disease duration, r = −0.21, p = 0.04

Sensorimotor Passive Frequency: TWTRS I, r = 0.2, p = 0.048; TWTRS II, r =
0.29, p = 0.003; TWTRS tot, r = 0.3, p = 0.002; Efficacy:
TWTRS tot, r = 0.20, p = 0.049

Alleviating Manoeuvres (AMs).

TABLE 5 | Associations between demographic/clinical variables and combinations of AM.

Variable P In isolation
N = 22 mean (SD)

P + AMNO N = 13
mean (SD)

P + AMO N = 12
mean (SD)

P + CM N = 15
mean (SD)

Age (years) 65.87 (11.26) 62.08 (10.56) 57.25 (9.93)ap = 0.03 62.6 (11.81)
Sex (F/M) 19/3 9/4 9/3 11/4
Disease duration (years) 18.64 (10.03) 16.38 (14.98) 9 (7.76)a p = 0.007 16.73 (14.59)
TWSTRS part I 12.32 (5.24) 17.38 (4.19)a p = 0.006 18.25 (4.49)a p = 0.002 18.87 (5.03)a p = 0.0006
TWSTRS part II 5.18 (5.98) 9.31 (4.23)a p = 0.034 7.33 (5.6) 5.27 (4.4)
TWSTRS part III 4.95 (5.19) 6.92 (4.15) 5.73 (3.18) 3.48 (3.09)
Presence of pain (Y/N) 14/8 11/2 11/1 11/4
FTM total score 3.54 (4.66) 5.15 (8.19) 0.92 (1.73) 2.2 (2.48)
Presence of tremor (Y/N) 14/8 11/2 4/8 10/5

AMNO, sensorimotor active non-oppositional; AMO, sensorimotor active oppositional; P, sensorimotor passive, CM, complex motor; TWSTRS, toronto western spasmodic torticollis
rating scale; FTM, fahn tolosa marin scale.
aSignificantly different from the “P in isolation” group.
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automatically adopted to achieve a relaxed or restful position.
Given their efficacy, it is not surprising that Sensorimotor, passive
AM tend to be used more often, and with greater alleviating
outcome, by patients with greater disease severity.

Sensorimotor, active non-oppositional AM category (AMNO)
represents the traditional “sensory trick” described and
investigated by most studies and includes the patient’s gentle
touch of cervical and/or cranial body areas. Despite this being the
second most prevalent AM category, the observed 25%
prevalence is surprisingly lower than what reported in
previous studies (6, 7, 9, 20, 26). This discrepancy may result
from a “lumping” approach to AMs detection used by other
authors, which may have inflated its prevalence. On the other
hand, we acknowledge the possibility that the phrasing of our
questionnaire might have been sub-optimal to detect this AM
category, leading to specifically lower sensitivity. This
notwithstanding, we confirmed Sensorimotor, active non-
oppositional AM as the most frequently used AMs per unit of
time, likely due to ease of application and immediate effect.
Interestingly, in line with several other reports that focused on
this type of AM, we did not identify any significant correlation of
frequency and efficacy with age, disease duration or severity,
suggesting that Sensorimotor, active non-oppositional
manouevres may represent a “behavioral” trait of CD, whose
underlying mechanism is active throughout different stages of
progression of this condition and across different adult age
groups.

Sensorimotor, active oppositional manoeuvres (AMO)
(present in 15% of our CD patients) correspond to the
“forcible tricks” described in the literature (23, 27, 32). These
actions were the secondmost frequently used per unit of time and
the second most efficacious in our clinical sample, which reflects
the automaticity of their application. Given that this type of AM
inevitably incorporates a sensory input, it remains still unclear
whether its efficacy depends predominantly on a motor action
forcefully opposing to the dystonic movement, or on the applied
sensory input, or on a combination of the two. Both its frequency
of use and efficacy are higher in patients with shorter disease
duration. A possible explanation for this is that dystonic postures
can be more easily overcome by force earlier in the disease course
and/or that subconscious forceful opposition occurs more
naturally in the initial years of living with this condition.
Alternatively, it is possible that, earlier in the course of the
illness, patients have not yet become aware that light touch
may produce a similar effect, leading them to abandon
oppositional manoeuvres later. Prospective observational
studies are needed to gain accurate information on changes in
use of different AMs throughout the natural history of CD.

A surprising finding of our study is the 20% prevalence of use
for complex motor AMs (CM). The actions included in this
category have traditionally been labelled as “atypical tricks” (23,
33), given that the muscles primarily involved in these
manoeuvres are not the primary agonists producing the
dystonic postures and movements. This characteristic may
have contributed to their underreporting, although their
association with CD is increasingly recognized. For instance,
one of these actions (raising arms above the head) has been

recently associated with an alleviating effect on head tremor in
CD (34). Their complexity may justify its relatively low frequency
of use per unit of time.

Finally, the application of tactile stimuli (S) to the cervical or
cranial body areas through an object like a scarf, hat or goggles
may represent another, previously recognized AM which,
however, appears to be substantially less prevalent, efficacious,
and frequently used than any other category (23, 33). The reduced
use and efficacy of these pure sensory AMs is well in line with the
already reported, substantial decrease in efficacy of common
sensorimotor non-oppositional gestes when these are applied
by another person rather than the patient (20, 23).

Accurate phenomenological characterization of AMs may
improve our understanding of their underlying mechanisms.
The exploration of physiological mechanisms correlated to
AMs, or temporally associated with them, has focused on AMs
that involved a voluntary movement, hence corresponding to
three of the five categories we investigated (sensorimotor active
non-oppositional and oppositional movements, and complex
movements). Previous research has provided evidence
favouring the view of the AM as a behaviour that adjusts
sensorimotor integration normalizing abnormal gating
mechanisms (16), likely through the modulation of earlier
brain potentials related to the motor expectation and
preparation phases (35). In line with this, during the execution
of active, non-oppositional AMs, a temporary rise in the activity
concerned with motor preparation and execution has been
observed (36). Other authors have observed a correlation
between greater efficacy of this category of AM and
multimodal sensory processing (lower visuotactile
discrimination threshold (16), different whole-body response
to neck vibration (15)) in CD. Future research should clarify
the relative contributions of sensory processing and motor
preparation to the different types of AMs, particularly noting
the varying complexity of motor organization across AMs.
Likewise, these elements (sensory processing and motor
preparation) can be explored in AMs that are not associated
with active movements.

In conclusion, our observational study supports the existence of
different AMs that are phenomenologically different and could be
related to different degrees of dysfunction of sensorimotor integration.
Given thatAMs are probably themost efficacious, non-invasive strategy
to ameliorate CD and other forms of dystonia, accurate phenotyping
and physiological exploration of their diversity may produce relevant
insight for new therapeutic strategies or appraisal of existing ones.
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